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Philosophy @ Concepts in Motion Group

• Specialization: History of philosophy of science ± 1700–2000.
• History-of-ideas approach: shifts of meaning in philosophical
concepts like truth, consequence, number, and life.

• “Computational turn”: applying computational tools to study
large amounts of philosophical texts (on a conceptual level).

• Major challenge: lack of existing high-quality, easily accessible
corpora.
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What corpora do we need?

• Multi-language, multi script books and articles from different
historical periods.

• Well-known, ‘major’ philosophers as well as relatively unknown,
’minor’ philosophers.

• Some core authors: Kant, Bolzano, Frege, Russell, Quine.
• Their complete oeuvre.
• Works of these philosophers are often scattered among
different repositories (e.g. Google Books, Hathi Trust, Europeana)
and only low-quality scanned PDF images of original printings in
Gothic typefaces can be downloaded.

.
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What are our quality requirements for corpora (formats)?

• Minimal requirement: plain text.
• Good: TEI (Text Encoding Initiative; = plain text + structural
information).

• Better: ‘Deutsches Textarchiv Basisformat (DTABf)’ (subset of TEI
P5 XML for historical corpora).

• Ideal: Structural info like in DTABf, but with faithful renditions of
logical and mathematical formulae and with linguistic
annotation layers such as part-of-speech tags.
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Turning to open collections

Let’s look for Bolzano’s Wissenschaftslehre at

• Internet Archive
• HathiTrust
• Google Books
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Multiple hits in Internet Archive
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Poor quality OCRed text
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Problems with Internet Archive

• Searching is OK but always slow
• Coverage is low
• Metadata can be anything
• Need to fetch multiple copies to find the one with the best
OCRed text.
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Multiple hits in HathiTrust
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However, not easily accessible
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HathiTrust is (partially) open to partner institutions
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A nice hit at Google Books
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But there is of course no free lunch

• Google Books throttles accounts for Google Books API access to
1000 queries a day and throttles the search rate.

• In theory API retrieval is free, so anonymous access is not
limited, but unreliable.

• Google randomly does not reply
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Problems with using open collections

• Good news
• There are public discovery API’s available

• Bad news
• Each data source has a different API
• Search API’s have limited quota
• No standard metadata, lacking identities
• Discovery is a fuzzy matching process
• Both precision and recall is low
• Less well-known books often do not have any hits anywhere
• The text layer on top of the scanned images is not guaranteed
• OCR quality varies a lot
• …
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Our practical solutions for studying Bolzano

• Having our own books professionally OCR’ed and corrected by a
company (e1 per page)⇒ high-quality txt (99 % accuracy).

• Cooperation with Deutsches Textarchiv (e3 per page)
⇒ DTABf (between 99,95 % and 99,98 % accuracy), but
post-correction of the XML encoding needs to be done by us.
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High-quality txt: Bolzano Dataset

• Folders containing OCR-ed scans of printed material in djvu and
txt format (scanned and corrected to 99% accuracy);

• Each file corresponded either to a book or to a section of a book;
• File-names were non-mnemonic;
• All files contained peritextual elements (title pages, editor’s
prefaces, multiple sets of notes);

• Most of the files contained no paragraph markers, so
segmenting on paragraph level not possible and we had to
segment on sentence level.
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Sentence tokenization

Approach: A sentence is anything between two periods.

Many false positives:

• 19th century abbreviations in German (u. s. w.);
• 19th century abbreviations of publication titles in German or
other languages;

• 19th century reference conventions;
• Other problems.
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Example

Bolzano, Vermischte Schriften 1839-1840, Zweiter Teil, Vorwort,
pp. 206-7 20
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Result (unacceptable)

VI] Von diesen letzteren also, von der »hermesischen Philoso- | phie« – so
viel dieselbe uns in dem ersten oder philosophischen Theile seiner
»Einleitung in die christka- 1 Höchstwahrscheinlich Anspielung auf die
Broschüre Der Hermesianismus und der Preußi- sche Staat in ihrer
welthistorischen Bedeutung aufgezeigt von Dr. ........Köln, 1838.

Verlag von F.C.

Eisen.

– Vgl.

besonders S.27f.

und 41f.

206 tholische Theologie« (zweite Auflage.

Münster 1831) vorliegt, – dem Leser eine vollständige Übersicht zu geben, der
auch sogleich unser subjectives Urtheil über jeglichen Punct beigefügt sey,
das ist der Zweck, den wir in dieser Schrift uns vorgesetzt haben.
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Some semi-manual cleaning for acceptable results

Done by Shenghui Wang, OCLC Research.

Acceptable results after solving the following:

i. Abbreviations/reference style: page number indication + ‘f.’
ii. Abbreviations: single letter with period/Author name initials
(‘F.C.’)

iii. Abbreviations: ‘Vgl.’
iv. Punctuation in references/reference style (‘Auflage.’; Author

names ‘Eisen’ + ‘.’; Year + ‘.’):
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Result (acceptable)

VI] Von diesen letzteren also, von der »hermesischen Philoso- |
phie« – so viel dieselbe uns in dem ersten oder philosophischen
Theile seiner »Einleitung in die christka- 1 Höchstwahrscheinlich
Anspielung auf die Broschüre Der Hermesianismus und der Preußi-
sche Staat in ihrer welthistorischen Bedeutung aufgezeigt von Dr.
........Köln, 1838. Verlag von F.C. Eisen. – Vgl. besonders S.27f. und 41f.
206 tholische Theologie« (zweite Auflage. Münster 1831) vorliegt, –
dem Leser eine vollständige Übersicht zu geben, der auch sogleich
unser subjectives Urtheil über jeglichen Punct beigefügt sey, das ist
der Zweck, den wir in dieser Schrift uns vorgesetzt haben.
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Some more semi-manual cleaning for excellent results

So far partly done by Shenghui Wang, OCLC Research.

Excellent results after solving the following:

v. Editorial insertions (such as original pagination) markers
removed (‘|’)

vi. Page numbers removed (‘206’)
vii. Footnotes are delimited and positioned in some suitable place
viii. hyphenation is removed / solved
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Desired result

VI] Von diesen letzteren also, von der »hermesischen Philosophie« –
so viel dieselbe uns in dem ersten oder philosophischen Theile
seiner »Einleitung in die christkatholische Theologie« (zweite
Auflage. Münster 1831) vorliegt, – dem Leser eine vollständige
Übersicht zu geben, der auch sogleich unser subjectives Urtheil über
jeglichen Punct beigefügt sey, das ist der Zweck, den wir in dieser
Schrift uns vorgesetzt haben.

<footnote 1> Höchstwahrscheinlich Anspielung auf die Broschüre Der
Hermesianismus und der Preußische Staat in ihrer welthistorischen
Bedeutung aufgezeigt von Dr. ........Köln, 1838. Verlag von F.C. Eisen. –
Vgl. besonders S.27f. und 41f. </footnote 1>
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Some problems

• Editorial markers, which in the source are in superscript, are in
the OCR file not represented as super script but as part of the
normal text;

• Some editorial insertions, such as angled brackets “<” are
sometimes not recognized as such and transformed into round
brackets in both the DJVU ocr layer and the txt file;

• For certain editorial markers, their removal is in order only if –
as is the plan in the long run – it is possible to see also the
original text, for the information represented by them might be
relevant for our research.
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Moral

Moral of the story: even perfect OCR is not good enough, we need
structure (TEI or at least XML).

We as a group of philosophers cannot do this ourselves, we need to
delegate it.
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Before data cleaning

Bolzano, Philosophische Tagebucher 1811-1817, pp. 143
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After data cleaning

PhT_sect0_para471_sent1688 wie den äußeren sinnesanschauun-
gen die anschauung des raumes zu
grunde liegt so dem inneren sinne
das reine selbstbewußtsein oder
die reine apperception

PhT_sect0_para471_sent1689 es spricht sich aus ich bin ohne zu
sagen was ich bin

PhT_sect0_para471_sent1690 ihm gehört die vorstellun ich
wodurch meine einzelnen vorstel-
lungen gefühle etc vereinigt werden
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Once we have a workable corpus

• Exact search becomes immediately possible

• Semantic search is desirable too
• Philosophical concepts are abstract, often expressed in different
paraphrases

• Context is helpful for better understanding
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Let’s try semantic embedding

Foundations for semantic embedding

• Distributional Hypothesis (Harris, 1954)
• “words that occur in similar contexts tend to have similar
meanings”

• Statistical Semantics (Weaver, 1955, Firth 1957)
• “a word is characterized by the company it keeps”
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An example by Stefan Evert: What is bardiwac?

• He handed her her glass of bardiwac.
• Beef dishes are made to complement the bardiwacs.
• Nigel staggered to his feet, face flushed from too much bardiwac.
• Malbec, one of the lesser-known bardiwac grapes, responds well
to Australia’s sunshine.

• I dined on bread and cheese and this excellent bardiwac.
• The drinks were delicious: blood-red bardiwac as well as light,
sweet Rhenish.

=> ‘bardiwac’ is a heavy red alcoholic beverage made from grapes
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Word embedding

Words are represented as vectors of numbers that represent the
meaning of a word.
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Word embedding

• Semantically similar words are mapped to nearby points, that is,
“are embedded nearby each other”

• A desirable property: computable similarity
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Random projection based embedding approach
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After processing the Bolzano corpus

• 19,297 terms (words and phrases) were embedded as a
D-dimensional vector (in our case, a 256-byte vector)

• 82,742 sentences were also embedded as a vector in the same
semantic space

• A sentence was represented as the weighted average of the
vectors of its associated terms

• Cosine similarity reflects semantic similarity
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What can we do with semantic embedding?

• Information retrieval
• Entity disambiguation
• De-duplication
• Recommendation
• Clustering
• Subject prediction
• …
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Semantic embedding: now what?

• We know similarities between words/concepts, but …
how does that help?

• An embedding is abstract, we want to make it concrete

How?

1. Think of similarities as distances:
the more similar, the less distant
→ distance is a strong visual cue

2. Amend a standard search interface
→ enable fast exploration of a corpus
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Gestalt principles: when do humans see groups?

Similarity Common region Proximity (distances)
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SolarView: most similar concepts and mutual similarity
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BolVis
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BolVis
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BolVis requirements

R1 make clear in which book, chapter, section, paragraph,
and sentence each search result can be found in the
entire corpus;

R2 show for multiple search queries whether there are
similarities, overlap, or co-occurrences in the results
on each level;

R3 allow performing a query within the context of a
previous result;

R4 enable access to the local context of each result;
R5 support selection of passages for comparison and

close reading;
R6 allow ordering and filtering the search results by

various criteria.
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DH research questions
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Research question

BolVis & Bolzano’s position within the development of set theory
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Two pre-theoretic intuitions concerning size

PW The whole is always bigger than a proper part of it.
1-1 Sets of which the members can be put in one-to-one

correspondence are of equal size.
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Received view

Received view: Bolzano never managed to see that he should have
dropped PW.

But …

Letter to his pupil Robert Zimmermann on March 9, 1848:

“Wissenschaftslehre I, p. 473 [§102]. The thing is not only presented
unclearly, but also, as I just began to recognize, entirely false. …”
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WL §102

§.102. No finite set of measures suffices to measure the width of all
concepts.
…
If we designate the concept of any arbitrary whole number with the letter n as an abbreviation, then the numbers

n, n2, n4, n8, n16, n32, . . . express concepts which all, without doubt, refer to infinitely many objects (namely, infinitely many

numbers). […] the extension of each of these concepts exceeds the extension of the next one (and even more the ones after that)

infinitely many times. For if we take N as the biggest of the numbers to which we want to extend our calculation, then N will be the biggest

number which can be represented by n16, and consequently the extension of n16 will be = or< N
1
16 . And likewise will be the number of

objects which fall under n8 = or< N
1
8 . The ratio of the extension of the concept n8 to the concept n16 will therefore be

N
1
8 : N

1
16 = N

1
16 : 1. But since N

1
16 can become bigger than any given quantity if one can take N big enough, and since we can take N

as big as we want; […] it follows, that the extension of the concept n8 exceeds that of the concept n16 infinitely many times. Since the

series n, n2, n4, n8, n16, n32, . . . can be continued as far as one wants, we have in it an example of an infinite series of concepts,

each of which is infinitely more extensive than its successor.

…
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WL §102

§.102. Keine endliche Menge von Maßen genüget, die Weiten aller
Vorstellungen zu messen.
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Weite (width)

Figure: Results for query of “Weite”
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Mixed relevance

Figure: Irrelevant results for the query of “Weite”
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Restricting the results

Figure: Restricting the results to two books
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A highly relevant result

Figure: Query result for “Weite” from GL
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Definition of ”Weite” (width)

Von dem Begriffe der Höhe läßt sich mit Nutzen noch
jener der Weite als ein höherer unterscheiden. Unter der
Weite einer Vorstellung verstehen wir nämlich eine Größe,
welche die Menge aller ihr unterstehenden Gegenstände
mißt, und wir sagen sonach, daß ein Paar Vorstellungen
gleichweit sind, wenn sie gleichviele Gegenstände haben,
und daß die eine weiter sey als die andere, wenn jene mehr
Gegenstände hat als diese, unangesehen, ob die
Gegenstände der Einen auch zugleich Gegenstände der
anderen sind oder nicht.
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WL §102

§.102. Keine endliche Menge von Maßen genüget, die Weiten aller
Vorstellungen zu messen.
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“messen” (to measure)

Figure: Results from query for “messen”
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Combined query

Figure: Combined query: “messen” and the title of WL §102
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A remarkable result

Figure: Remarkable result from combined query “messen” and the title of
WL §102
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Can infinite sets be measured?

“Inzwischen ist es doch wahr, daß wir unendliche Mengen als solche
nicht messen können; […].” (WL §66)

Did Bolzano hold that infinite sets cannot be measured?
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Query for ”Mengen” (sets) and ”messen” (to measure)

Figure: Result query for “Mengen” and “messen”
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Query for ”Mengen” (sets) and ”Größe” (quantity)

Figure: Result query for “Mengen” and “Größe”
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Measuring infinite sets?

It seems that indeed, Bolzano held that infinite sets cannot be
measured (but they can merely be compared among each other).

But in WL §102 Bolzano is measuring infinite sets!

Or is he?
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WL §102 revisited

§.102. No finite set of measures suffices to measure the width of all
concepts.
…
If we designate the concept of any arbitrary whole number with the letter n as an abbreviation, then the numbers

n, n2, n4, n8, n16, n32, . . . express concepts which all, without doubt, refer to infinitely many objects (namely, infinitely many

numbers). […] the extension of each of these concepts exceeds the extension of the next one (and even more the ones after that)

infinitely many times. For if we take N as the biggest of the numbers to which we want to extend our calculation, then N will be the biggest

number which can be represented by n16, and consequently the extension of n16 will be = or< N
1
16 . And likewise will be the number of

objects which fall under n8 = or< N
1
8 . The ratio of the extension of the concept n8 to the concept n16 will therefore be

N
1
8 : N

1
16 = N

1
16 : 1. But since N

1
16 can become bigger than any given quantity if one can take N big enough, and since we can take N

as big as we want; […] it follows, that the extension of the concept n8 exceeds that of the concept n16 infinitely many times. Since the

series n, n2, n4, n8, n16, n32, . . . can be continued as far as one wants, we have in it an example of an infinite series of concepts,

each of which is infinitely more extensive than its successor.

…
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An unjust inference

So, in the argument in WL §102, Bolzano is measuring – or:
attempting to measure – infinite sets by making them finite.

But …

“Wissenschaftslehre I, p. 473 [§102]. The thing is not only presented
unclearly, but also, as I just began to recognize, entirely false. […] The
false result was due to an unjust inference from a finite set of
numbers, namely which do not succeed the number N, to all of them.”
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Conclusion (BolVis)

BolVis facilitates close-reading and conceptual analysis by:

1. Returning the passages semantically similar to a given query;
2. Allowing the user to order query results and select from them in
various manners;

3. Allowing the user to go from the query results back to the
original text.

In sum, BolVis is making it much easier and faster to find the
passages relevant for our research in a large corpus.
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Conclusion
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Conclusion

• In our research practice, ”open collections” are not that open;
• We philosophers have to ask computer scientists to do things
locally (expensive!)
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What can be done?

• Make much more texts openly accessible.
• Standard data format.
• Have data scientists think with us.
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